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Microsoft announces Windows Phone 7 sync software for Macs due this year

Joshua Topolsky
Editor-in-chief
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Even though we kind of saw this coming, it's still nice to hear. Microsoft has gone and done the (nearly) unthinkable, announcing this evening plans for a Mac compatible sync client for its soon-to-be-launched Windows Phone 7 devices. According to a statement from the company issued late in the day, beginning some time "later in 2010" Mac users will be able to live the dream along with their PC counterparts by downloading a beta OS X application which will allow you to sync "select content" from a Mac of their choosing to a Windows Phone. The company was short on details, but hopefully we can pry more info out of the big M in the coming days. For now, we can all bask in the shocking open-mindedness of this news, and give the folks in Redmond a golf clap for finally acknowledging that yes, some Mac owners may actually want to get in on the Windows Phone party. As for Hell, there haven't been any reports of recent temperature changes, but we'll keep you posted as we get more information. For your perusal, the full statement:
Later in 2010 Microsoft will make a public beta available of a tool that allows Windows Phone 7 to sync select content with Mac computers.
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A new Prince of Persia game is coming from the studio behind Dead Cells

There’s a new Prince of Persia game coming from the studio behind Dead Cells. The Rogue Prince of Persia will be available in early access on May 14.
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Engadget
Palworld's upcoming Arena mode looks like Pokémon PvP with guns

Palworld is set to add a PvP Arena mode, which won't do much to help the game get rid of those pesky Pokémon comparisons.
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Engadget
Never Alone 2 teaser shows Nuna and Fox coming face-to-face with giant creatures

E-line Media has revealed the first teaser for Never Alone 2, a long-awaited sequel to a classic indie game.
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Engadget
Vampire Survivors hits PlayStation this summer

Vampire Survivors is due to hit PlayStation 4 and PS5 in summer 2024. Yep, the summer that starts in just a few months.
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Engadget
Massively co-op game 33 Immortals will have a closed beta at the end of May

The closed beta for 33 Immortals will kick off on May 24 and run through June 2.
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Engadget
The EA Play subscription service is getting more expensive

EA is raising the price for its EA Play subscription service. The monthly cost is going up to $6 and the yearly price is shooting up to $40.
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Engadget
Amazon will stop paying bonuses to Alexa developers

Amazon has decided to cut off paid perks for Alexa developers. The company confirmed to Engadget on Wednesday that it will end the Alexa Developer Rewards Program at the end of June.
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Engadget
Marshall portable speakers are up to 25 percent off right now

Marshall portable speakers are up to 25 percent off right now. This includes the fetching Middleton speaker, which is available for $237 instead of $300.
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One of our favorite affordable robot vacuums is on sale for $140

Our pick for an ultra budget robot vacuum is currently 44 percent off.
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Engadget
Sony is bringing another game to the PS Plus Catalog on its release day

Sony has revealed that three games will be hitting the PS Plus Catalog on their PlayStation release this month: Dave the Diver, Tales of Kenzera: Zau and Animal Well.
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ASUS ROG Zephyrus G14 (2024) review : This is the 14-inch gaming laptop to beat

For anyone who wants strong performance in a portable design, the ASUS ROG Zephyrus G14 is both pound for pound and dollar for dollar the best choice around.
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Engadget
Google Photos' enhanced editing tools will no longer require a subscription

Google is opening up its enhanced editing photo tools to unpaid users.
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Engadget
Physicist Peter Higgs, who predicted 'the God particle', has died at 94

Peter Higgs, the famous physicist who predicted the Higgs boson particle, has passed away at the age of 94. He won the Nobel Prize in 2013 for his research.
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How to watch The Triple-i Initiative indie game showcase at 1PM ET

The creators of many hit indie games (including Vampire Survivors, Dead Cells and Spiritfarer) have come together to run their own showcase. You can watch The Triple-i Initiative here at 1PM ET.
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Blizzard games are returning to China this summer

Blizzard games including World of Warcraft and Overwatch 2 are returning to China after the publisher reached a new licensing deal with NetEase. The games vanished from the country in January 2023 after a previous agreement expired.
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Apple's 10th-gen iPad returns to a record low of $349

Amazon is running a sale on Apple's 10th-generation iPad that cuts its price by $100.
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Engadget
The best ergonomic keyboards for 2024

Ergonomic keyboards reposition your hands and arms which could help you feel less strain as you work. We tried different types and this is what we think.
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Roku releases its line of premium-ish TVs with Mini LED backlighting

Roku has officially released its line of premium TVs, the Pro Series. These smart televisions start at $900 for the 55” version.
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Engadget
The Fallout TV series is V.A.T.S. (a very awesome TV show)

While fans of the franchise will get extra value, the Fallout TV show on Prime Video is a great watch in its own right.
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US bill proposes AI companies list what copyrighted materials they use

A new bill would make AI companies detail which copyrighted materials they took data from.
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